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ABSTRACT  

Quick FFT plays a crucial role in DSP systems. Throughout this study, the authors explore the 

VLSI style of high-precision fixed-point reconfigurable FFT processor. To achieve high accuracy 

below the restricted word length, this study analyses the quantization noise in FFT computation 

and proposes the mixed use of multiple scaling approaches to compensate the noise. Additionally, 

a statistics-based improvement theme is projected to assemble the scaling operations of the 

cascaded arithmetic blocks at every stage for yielding the foremost optimized accuracy for a given 

FFT length. On the premise of this approach, they any gift a VLSI implementation of area-efficient 

and high-precision FFT processor, which might perform power-of-two FFT. The area of the 

projected FFT processor with a maximum operative frequency. Once the FFT processor is 

organized to perform, the signal-to quantization-noise ratio is up and also the power consumption 

measured by post-layout simulation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The FFT is one in all the foremost vital and 

elementary algorithms within the digital 

signal process space. A spread of FFT 

lengths, particularly the ability of 2, have 

established notably valuable for varied 

applications like communication, image 

process and medicine signal process. Thus, 

with this trend toward associate degree 

increasing diversity of options and standards 

to be supported on one device, developing 

FFT processors that support varied FFT sizes 

at the desired accuracy whereas minimising 

the value and energy dissipation continues to 

be a vital space of analysis. Over the past 

twenty years, a spread of architectures is 

planned for mounted size FFT processors, 

which may be classified into 2 catalogues: 

memory-based mostly and pipelined. The 

memory-based mostly design provides a low-

power solution; but, this approach suffers 

from long latency and will need extra buffer 

area for system synchronisation. The 

pipelined design as well as single-path delay 
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feedback (SDF) pipeline FFT design and 

multipath delay electrical switch (MDC) 

design, provides high throughputs, however 

it needs a lot of hardware resources at an 

equivalent time. To attain flexibility, most 

reconfigurable FFT processors according 

within the literature design and optimise the 

info methods of the mounted size FFT 

processor by suggests that of electronic 

device change. A variable-length FFT 

processor that integrates for FFT was planned 

in targeting the reconfigurable FFT processor 

for long-turn evolution systems, wherever the 

previous planned a radix-3 SDF pipeline 

design sanctionative the FFT computation to 

be compatible with the traditional power-of-

two-based SDF design and therefore the 

latter planned associate degree L-parallel M-

point SDF pipeline FFT design to supply a 

parallel pipeline FFT processor capable of 

variable length FFT computations. In, Kai-

Jiun et al. planned associate degree MDC-

based design for multiple-input-multiple-

output orthogonal frequency-division 

multiplexing system with variable length. In, 

Anthony et al. explored the memory-based 

FFT design and planned a configurable 

addressing theme for a continuous-flow 

memory-based FFT processor. The on top of 

works have planned varied architectures for 

the reconfigurable FFT processors, however 

few of them have given a deep insight of the 

cost-accuracy tradeoff caused by the finite 

word length result. As known, fixed-point 

arithmetic is employed within the sensible 

terribly large-scale integration (VLSI) 

implementation of FFT algorithms, wherever 

all coefficients and input signals got to be 

drawn with a finite range of bits in binary 

format betting on the trade-off between the 

hardware value and therefore the accuracy of 

output signals. The theoretical performance 

analysis of mounted purpose FFT has been 

bestowed in previous works. Wei-Hsin and 

Truong, Sarbishei and Radecka and 

Muhammad Reza and Lesley investigated the 

quantization property of the radix-r or split-

radix FFT module with varied operational 

word length. Jian et al. and presents a fixed-

point analysis and hardware analysis of 

radix-2k FFT with SDF and MDC pipelined 

structures. Even so, the present theoretical 

analysis still reveals insufficiency to deal 

with the problems within the sensible style of 

reconfigurable FFT processors. To the most 

effective of our data, most of the sensible 

FFT styles intuitively use miscalculation or 

truncation operations to stay the word length 

beneath the strained bit budget, whereas few 

works, particularly for variable-length FFT 

processors, have thought-about the mixed use 

of multiple scaling schemes to compensate 
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the quantization noise, that motivates U.S.A. 

to hold out the analysis during this paper. 

Therefore, to yield comparable accuracy with 

fewer bit budgets, this analysis carries out a 

sensible analysis of the fixed-point arithmetic 

blocks employed in FFT implementation. in 

contrast to standard styles that use a unified 

scaling approach to stay the word length, this 

work proposes the mixed use of multiple 

scaling approaches to enhance the accuracy 

of fixed-point FFT implementation. 

Additionally, a statistics-based optimization 

theme is planned to tack together the scaling 

approaches of the cascaded arithmetic blocks 

at every stage for yielding the foremost 

optimised accuracy for a given FFT length. 

As associate degree example, an in-depth 

implementation of inexpensive high-

precision pipelined reconfigurable FFT 

processor supporting FFT is any planned. 

Because of the optimised hybrid scaling 

theme, the planned FFT processor that uses 

ten bit input/13 bit output word length will 

offer associate degree output signal-to-

quantisation-noise quantitative relation 

(SQNR), and therefore the chip space and 

power consumption also are comparable 

when put next with the progressive FFT 

implementations. The remainder of this paper 

is organized as follows. Section a pair of 

provides a quick introduction to the FFT 

algorithms. In Section three, we have a 

tendency to analyse the fixed-point 

arithmetic employed in FFT processor and 

gift the statistics-based theme to optimise the 

scaling operations of the cascaded arithmetic 

blocks in reconfigurable FFT processors. In 

Section, the planned reconfigurable FFT 

design is illustrated and therefore the VLSI 

implementation and comparison results 

square measure bestowed in Section. Finally, 

a conclusion is given in Section. 

 

MACHINE-LEARNING 

IMPRESSED IMPROVEMENT 

ARITHMETIC 

Fixed-Point Quantization Errors:  

sensible digital signal process should be 

enforced with finite preciseness numbers and 

arithmetic that ends up in non-trivial 

quantization errors. Once implementing 

fixed-point FFT, there chiefly exist 3 

varieties of quantization errors source:  
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Quantisation noise of twiddle issue,  

Rounding or misestimating of multiplication 

and  Scaling error caused by addition/ 

subtraction. However, in FFT processors, 

there square measure rather more adders than 

multipliers, and hence, the SQNR 

performance is dominated by the noise of the 

addition/subtraction operation. To change the 

analysis, this paper assumes the previous 2 

errors square measure mounted and focuses 

on the improvement of the scaling errors 

caused by addition/subtraction. As known, 

once adding 2 binary numbers (N bits), an 

extra bit is needed for the result (N + one 

bits). However, the word length of hardware 

cannot increase indefinitely, and thus, the 

number of bits needed should be maintained 

at intervals a restricted length by scaling 

operations. In VLSI implementation, their 

square measure four typical scaling 

approaches for fixed-point adders, whose 

pseudo codes in Verilog square measure 

shown in Adder 1-4. Adder one is that the 

precise one, that extends one bit for the add. 

Adder 2, referred to as truncation, merely 

discards the low-order bits, giving a 

quantized worth that's invariably but or 

adequate the precise worth. Adder 3, referred 

to as rounding error, selects the quantized 

worth nearest the unquantized worth, giving 

a price that is rarely quite ±Δ/2 off from the 

precise value. Adder 4, referred to as 

overflow protection, limits the result to a 

similar length because the input worth 

Associate in Nursing sets the result to a 

minimum or most worth on an overflow 

condition. Statistics-based optimization: As 

delineated in Section, the FFT calculation 

consists of a group of cascaded 

addition/subtraction. Where as a mess of 

adders with variable noise is often used for 

realizing FFT, there exists a style house to 

explore the joint use of various varieties of 

scaling approaches for a given FFT length. 

Thus, to explore this style of house for 

reconfigurable FFT processors supporting 

variable-length FFT computation, this paper 

proposes a statistics-based improvement 

methodology. In our FFT design, we have a 

tendency to designate every adder as a node, 

every of which may be precise or square 

measure one among the opposite 3 scaling 

operations. With a given input and output 

word lengths, we have a tendency to use a 

greedy exploration by iterative assignment all 

doable scaling configurations to the nodes 

with a random generated coaching dataset. 

The planning house exploration is 

administered employing a C-based 

simulation platform introduced and a few of 

the insights square measure captured:  The 

errors introduced by the sooner pipeline 
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stages carry a lot of significance to the result 

that the later ones;  The joint use of rounding 

error and overflow protection offers a far 

higher preciseness than victimization any 

unified approach throughout the design;  

With a similar word length, the rounding 

error is able to do higher preciseness than 

truncation, though' the previous prices a bit a 

lot of hardware logic. Thus, at intervals the 

word length constraint, it's recommended to 

use extension adders the maximum amount 

as doable at the start stages and build the left 

adders configurable. Throughout calculation, 

a vector that controls the precise scaling 

operation of every node is allotted to the FFT 

processor to supply dynamic quality 

tenableness. 

DESIGN 

Fig. a pair of shows the diagram of the 

planned FFT processor, that employs the 

pipelined SDF design. Since the high base 

algorithmic program will save death penalty 

cycles and therefore the variety of advanced 

multiplications, during this style, the planned 

design adopts four advanced multipliers and 

4 read-only recollections (ROMs) for twiddle 

factors. The 5 butterfly units use the SDF 

pipeline structure, wherever first-in-first-out 

(FIFO) is used for temporary storage at every 

stage. Then, by means that of electronic 

device switch, the planned style is ready to 

perform FFT computations beginning. 

Consistent with the Cooley– Tukey 

algorithmic program, a large-point FFT is 

often rotten into many cascade small-point 

FFTs. To maximize the hardware use, we 

have a tendency to propose the pipeline 

configuration theme as shown in Table one. 

For the FFT computation, the input stream 

ignores the primary stage by multiplexing 

and starts from stage a pair of. The primary 

stage features a first in first out size of 

advanced samples; the second stage features 

a first in first out size of advanced samples, 

therefore on then forth until the tip of pipeline 

design. It’s noteworthy that a big advantage 

of the planned configuration theme is to 

enhance the energy potency. Within the 

pipelined SDF structure, the FIFOs utilized in 

the first stages square measure abundant 

larger than those utilized in the later stages. 

Thus, considering the facility consumption, 

the first stages square measure rather more 

power hungry than the later ones. The 

planned configuration theme makes use of 

this principle by sharing the later stages the 

maximum amount as doable whereas 

bypassing the first stages as long as they're 

trivial. Then, by mere movement down the clock 

of the bypassed stages, the planned design will 
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minimize the facility consumption caused by the 

hardware overhead. 

Butterfly unit: As shown in Fig. 2, the 

planned design uses 3 varieties of butterfly 

units. Of these butterfly units square measure 

designed victimization the SDF structure. 

The planning is easy. Thus, at the side of the 

addition/ subtraction in butterfly operation, 

the multiplication is often the vital path of the 

total design. To short this vital path, the 

planned design utilizes the feedback 

character of the SDF structure to optimize the 

micro-architecture. As shown in Fig. 3, the 

multiplication is weakened into 2 separate 

elements, wherever the addition/subtraction 

is administered at the feedback path and 

therefore the multiplication of zero.707 is 

administered at the feed forward path. This 

butterfly consists of 2 cascaded radix2 

butterflies as shown in Fig. 3. Once a radix-2 

rather than a radix-4 computation is required, 

this butterfly allows solely the primary 

internal radix-2 computations and disables 

the opposite radix-2 computation. Reprocess 

of twiddle factors: to scale back the storage 

overhead, solely of circular function and sin 

waveforms square measure keep, and 

therefore the remainder of the twiddle factors 

are often derived from quadrant conversion, 

that is shown in Fig. 4. The sample index for 

the FFT operation, reckoning from zero to 

N−1, is employed to get this section that 

addresses all the twiddle-factor ROMs. The 

primary 3 most important bits (MSB) of the 

section square measure used because the 

management signals to compound the proper 

sine/cosine worth from the outputs of the 

one-eighth-cycle tables selfaddressed by the 

remaining bits of the section. As for the 

necessity of variable-length FFT 

computation, the twiddle factors keep within 

the read-only memory also are shared by 

multiple FFT modes. The distinction is that 

the step generated by the address counter. 

Thus, the read-only memory at the primary 

stage solely stores of circular function and sin 

points of FFT. Once dynamic to the FFT 

modes, the address generator adjust the 

counter step consequently to reprocess these 

twiddle factors. 
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RESULTS 

Precision Analysis: to hold out the 

preciseness analysis, we have a tendency to 

found out a C language-based simulation 

platform for fixed-point FFT calculation. The 

word length of twiddle issue is restricted and 

therefore the output once multiplication is 

rounded. Therefore, the SQNR performance 

is simply laid low with the configurations of 

cascaded adders at every stage. The accuracy 

exploration planned is administered with a 

randomly generated dataset. The result 

evaluated by each average and variance of 

SQNR and therefore the best configuration is 

chosen for more hardware implementation. 

Fig. five compares the SQNR of the planned 

hybrid theme with those victimization unified 

scaling approach. As shown, victimization 

the planned hybrid scaling approach 

invariably outperforms the unified scaling 

approach. Once operational at 8K-point 

mode, the SQNR of the planned hybrid 

scaling theme are able to do, whereas the 

SQNR of the rounding-only and truncation-

only theme. this can be because of the 

discovered proven fact that, throughout the 

cascaded addition operation in FFT, the 

prospect for the future stage to overflow is 

reduced considerably once scaling many 

cascaded stages victimization truncation or 

rounding error operations. As known, once 

no overflow happens, the overflow protection 

theme is really associate in nursing correct 

adder with none noise, whereas the truncation 

or rounding error operation invariably incurs 

errors. Therefore, by victimization, the 

planned hybrid scaling theme that interleaves 

the overflow protection adders following 

many cascaded rounding errors or truncation 

adders will result in a more robust accuracy. 

Moreover, the ends up in Fig. 5 additionally 

show that victimization rounding error is 
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ready to achieve a more robust accuracy than 

victimization truncation. 

 

 

Implementation: The planned 

reconfigurable FFT method has been 

designed and enforced CMOS process 

technology. Fig. 6 shows the layout read and 

Table a pair of lists the post layout chip 

parameters. Because the design is shown in 

Fig. 3, 10 on-chip static random access 

recollections square measure used for 

intermediate storing and 2 ROMs square 

measure enforced for twiddle factors storing. 

The planning will support a most operational 

frequency. The execution time to hold out 

Associate in Nursing 8K-point FFT 

computation, wherever by the facility 

consumption of the core by post-layout 

simulation. Table 3 compares the planned 

style with many reconfigurable FFT 

processors in terms of FFT size, algorithm, 

SQNR, power consumption, clock rate, 

execution time and space. Since these FFT 

processors square measure enforced in 

several CMOS technologies, normalized 

space, and energy per FFT square measure 

used for creating a good comparison. 

Comparison of the normalized space and 

power, the planned style outperforms. 

Though the normalized space in, that 

additionally provides up to 8K-point FFT 

capability, is smaller, its normalized energy 

is higher. The lower normalized space, 

however, the comparison is more 

sophisticated by the actual fact that supports 

FFT sizes solely. As known, storage parts 

dominate most of the world in FFT 

architectures, and therefore the smaller FFT 

size ends up in a far less storage demand. 

Moreover, the normalized energy is 

additionally on top of the planned one. it's 

noteworthy that, though' the approach 

bestowed during this work focuses on 

building Associate in Nursing correct 

reconfigurable FFT design, this can be not at 

the expense of energy potency. The planned 
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FFT processor provides higher energy 

potency than most of the present 

architectures. 

 

 

CONCLUSION  

In this paper, the quantization noise within 

the style of fixed-point FFT processor is 

analyzed. To yield comparable accuracy with 

fewer bit budgets, we have a tendency to 

propose the joint use of multiple scaling 

approaches to enhance the accuracy of 

sensible FFT implementation. A statistics-

based improvement theme is planned to 

explore the optimized configuration of the 

cascaded arithmetic blocks at every stage for 

yielding the foremost optimized accuracy for 

numerous FFT configurations. By 

victimization, the planned methodology, a 

pipelined reconfigurable FFT processor 

supporting FFT has been enforced. The 

planned processor features a core space, 

providing the very best output. Once the 

death penalty, the facility dissipation 

measured by post-layout simulation. Also, it 

is able to do the SQNR. Compared to the 

progressive FFT implementation, the planned 

style improves the SQNR performance, 

whereas has comparable chip space and 

lower consumption. 
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